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Playing the market swings
We’ve had a solid start to the month with global stock markets in positive territory. The big question is,
how long will this rally last? Today, I take a look at how markets have been behaving and how
investors can play these market swings.
Also in today’s Switzer Super Report, Paul Rickard gives us an update on how our model portfolios
have performed and Investor Mutual’s Anton Tagliaferro outlines some good dividend prospects
outside of the top 20 stocks. Our chartist Gary Stone also returns this week to test the current rally.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Can this overdue stock market rally last?
by Peter Switzer
In case you are wondering just how good the past few
weeks have been to long-suffering wealth-builders
like all of us who are Switzer Super Report
supporters, here is a quick summary: US and global
shares are up 9%, Australian shares are up 7%, oil is
up 37%, the $A is up 8% and iron ore is up 34%.
But the sensible question you might have is: “Can it
last?” Geoff Wilson of Wilson Asset Management is
in the “no it won’t” group. He looked at the history of
bear markets, which I’m not sure is relevant as we
only went into bear territory for one day, but on his
reckoning the safer time to chase stocks will be
around September.
By the way, he’s not the only fund manager/expert
who has expressed this “I can’t wait for September”
song for stocks, so there could be something in it.

During a sell-off period valuations fall which then
make shares more attractive, so it kind of makes
sense that if May to September/October is bad for
stocks then the ensuing period will be good for
stocks.
Back to the here and now and CNBC says research
from a company called Bespoke shows the US stock
market has its best two-month rise in March-April with
an average rise of 2.66%. Interestingly the work also
shows that if the year starts with a bad
January-February, like this year, the gain in
March-April, is 2.58%.
The first two months saw the S&P 500 go from 2012
to 1829 but as is shown below, there has been a
comeback with US shares rebounding 9%.

When I interviewed him on my Sky Business TV show
last week he did kind of indicate that the old market
maxim “sell in May and go away, come back on St.
Legers Day” which happens to be in September has
some significance this year.
Now I know Geoff would have more analysis around
his speculation on when to buy and sell stocks than a
nice little market rhyme but it’s worth thinking about
this famous market maxim that gets trotted out every
year in market scribblings in newspapers and
websites.
Over the past 20 years, the S&P 500 was up 13 times
between May and October, so the strike rate for a
bad May to October (7 years out of 20) is only 35%.
In contrast, the market goes up between November
and April some 85% of the time, which could explain
why there is a selling in May as profit-takers pocketed
their gains.
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Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 7 March 2016
Over the next two weeks there will be a number of
central bank decisions — Europe, Japan and the USA
— and there will be closely watched economic data
from China in particular, which could hurt or help
stock prices.
And then there is the OPEC production freeze
meeting with Russia on March 20, which could be a
big game changer for stocks with the S&P 500 index
so closely correlated to the price of oil.
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If this fails then the good work on the stocks
turnaround could be undermined. That said, the smart
fund managers like Geoff Wilson aren’t easily
ignored as I think they often think alike, so a belief
that stocks will dive in May and rebound in
September/October could become a self-fulfilling
prophecy!
However, here is the main reason I remain bullish on
stocks and it will make me a buyer again if stocks are
sold off — the economic outlook for the USA is not a
recession-bound one anytime soon and central
banks, I suspect, still have market power.
For example, if the Fed does not raise rates in March
and then says the right things to soothe market
concerns, then Wall Street could easily start heading
up again, even over the tricky May-October period.
A lot can go right and a lot can go wrong in coming
weeks and months but let me paint the best possible
scenario, which could make CMC’s Michael
McCarthy’s 5,400 call on the S&P/ASX 200 index
very possible this year. In fact, if my scenario
happens we could see us threaten 6000 again, just
as we did in March of last year.

economy was better than expected but if our
dollar goes too high then I’d support a cut to
ensure the good economic growth number we
saw last week can be sustained.)
I’d love this year to be one of those 65% years where
you don’t sell in May and go away, instead being a
buy in May and stay!
With a lot of the spook factor around, this could be a
long shot hope but as I say, if we sell in May, well I’ll
be a buyer if it all gets stupid and quality companies
that pay consistently good dividends become
attractive.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Here’s my possible wish list:
The Fed infers the US economy is good
enough to see rate rises but they won’t be
too fast.
US economic data actually trumps the
doomsday merchants who collectively beat up
on stocks unfairly earlier this year.
Someone trumps Trump — financial markets
don’t need a wild card like Donald.
The ECB this week comes up with a credible
play to stimulate Europe more.
The ECB’s and Japan’s QE programs
actually bring better growth rates.
Chinese economic data this week does not
fuel global slowdown fears that prevailed
earlier this year.
OPEC pulls off an oil production freeze to
stem further oil price slides that have spooked
the US stock market.
The RBA cuts interest rates if our dollar goes
too much higher! (I have always argued we
did not need a rate cut because I knew our
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Portfolios keep pace in tough market
by Paul Rickard
With the market rallying by more than 4% in March,
February seems almost a little like ancient history.
More so because so much of what we saw last week
was a reversal of what happened in February, with
the banks and large caps back in favour as utilities,
property trusts and industrials stood still.
Notwithstanding their bias towards major cap stocks,
our portfolios largely kept pace with the broader
market in February. And this is despite the large cap
S&P/ASX 20 index losing 4.7% in the month
compared to the broader market’s (S&P/ASX 200)
loss of 1.8%. Year to date, our income portfolio has
outperformed the index by 1.2%, while the growth
portfolio has underperformed by 0.5%.
The purpose of these portfolios is to demonstrate an
approach to portfolio construction. As the rule sets
applied are of critical importance, we have also
provided a quick recap on these.
Portfolio recap
In January, we made some adjustments to our
Australian share ‘Income Portfolio’ and ‘Growth
Oriented Portfolio’ (see here and here).
To construct the income portfolio, the processes we
applied included:
we used a ‘top down approach’ looking at
the industry sectors;
so that we are not overly exposed to a market
move, we have determined that in the major
sectors (financials and materials), our sector
biases will not be more than 33% away from
index;
we require 15 to 20 stocks (less than 10 is
insufficient diversification, over 25 it is too
hard to monitor), and have set a minimum
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stock investment of $3,000;
we confined our stock universe to the ASX
150;
we have avoided stocks from industries where
there is a high level of exogenous risk, such
as airlines;
for the income portfolio, we prioritised stocks
that pay fully franked dividends and have a
strong earnings track record; and
within a sector, the stocks are broadly
weighted to their respective index weight,
although there are some biases.
The growth-oriented portfolio takes a different
approach in that it introduces biases that favour the
sectors that we judge to have the best medium term
growth prospects. Critically, it also confines the stock
universe to the ASX 150 (there are many great
growth companies outside the top 150).
Overlaying these processes is our predominant
investment themes for 2016, which we expect to be:
Continued low interest rates (yield sectors will
continue to perform);
The US Fed will be very cautious about
further US interest rate rises;
AUD at around 0.70 US cents, but with risk of
breaking down;
Commodity prices remaining weak;
A positive lead (or at least not a negative
lead)from the US markets; and
Growth running below trend in Australia.
Performance
The income oriented portfolio to 29 February is down
by 5.99% and the growth oriented portfolio is down by
7.64% (see tables at the end). Compared to the
benchmark S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index (which
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adds back income from dividends), the income
portfolio has outperformed the index by 1.15% and
the growth oriented portfolio has under performed by
0.50%.

Financials take a beating in February
While the S&P/ASX 200 lost 1.8% in February, the
narrow large cap S&P/ASX 20, which is dominated by
financial stocks, got belted and lost 4.7%.
The financials index lost 7.0%, as negative leads from
Europe and the USA, together with speculation about
increased short selling and disruption in the property
market, hit the share prices of the major banks.
The consumer staples and telecommunications
sectors also went backwards, with the latter losing
5.5%.
On the flip side, defensive sectors such as utilities
and property trusts finished with gains, while
institutions continued to chase industrial stocks, with
this sector up 6.2% for the month and 3.4% for the
year.
After a horrid January, firming iron ore, copper and
gold prices helped to push the materials sector to a
9% gain.
The energy sector finished flat, as oil prices moved
firmly back over US $30 per barrel.

Income Portfolio
The income portfolio is underweight materials stocks
and marginally overweight financial stocks.
Otherwise, the sector biases are relatively small.
The income portfolio is forecast to generate a yield of
5.26% in 2016, franked to 84.2%. The inclusion of
Dexus and Sydney Airport, while adding to the
defensive qualities of the portfolio, drags down the
franking percentage.
In a bull market, we expect that the income biased
portfolio will underperform relative to the standard
S&P/ASX200 price index due to the underweight
position in the more growth oriented sectors and the
stock selection being more defensive, and conversely
in a bear market, it should moderately outperform.
Many of the companies reported either half year or
full year earnings in February. JB Hi Fi, Brambles,
Boral, AGL, Medibank and AMP reported better than
the market had expected, while Wesfarmers,
Woodside, CBA, BHP, Telstra, Sydney Airport and
Dexus were largely in line with expectations. There
weren’t any disasters, although BHP’s cut to its
dividend was more than we were expecting and may
put a little bit of pressure on whether the portfolio can
achieve its target yield of 5.26%.
At this point in time, we don’t see any compelling
reasons to change the sector weightings or stock mix
of the portfolio.
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Our income biased portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 29
February 2016) is as follows:

JB Hi Fi, Brambles, Boral, Challenger, Ramsay,
Seek, Westfield and AGL reported better than the
market had expected, while Flight Centre,
Wesfarmers, Woodside, CBA, CSL, BHP and Telstra
were largely in line with expectations. Importantly,
there weren’t any disasters.
BT Investment Management has lost 29% this year
as the negative sentiment on equity markets has hit
fund managers who earn part of their remuneration
through performance fees. Macquarie has also got
caught up in this sentiment, losing 22% in price.
At this stage, we don’t propose to exit these
positions.
Further, we don’t see any compelling reasons yet to
change the sector weightings or stock mix of the
portfolio.
Our growth oriented portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 29
February 2016) is as follows:

Click here to download an Excel document
of the Portfolios
* CYBG Plc demerged from National Australia Bank
in Feb 16, on 1:4 basis
Growth Portfolio
The growth portfolio is marginally overweight the
sectors that will benefit from increased consumer
consumption or a lower AUD; marginally underweight
or index-weight the yield sectors (financials, utilities,
telecommunications and consumer staples); and
underweight the commodity exposed sectors
(materials and energy).
Despite healthcare being the best performing sector
over the last 3 years, we have elected to maintain an
overweight position as the demographic factors are
so strong. Recognising that a number of the
healthcare stocks are very pricey, we have selected
stocks that should benefit from a lower AUD.
Many of the companies reported either half year or
full year earnings in February.
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Click here to download an Excel document
of the Portfolios
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* CYBG Plc demerged from National Australia Bank
in Feb 16, on 1:4 basis
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Dividend paying stocks outside of the top 20
by Anton Tagliaferro
Global share markets have started 2016 in an
uncertain manner as investors around the world take
stock and try to assess what the impact of weakness
in commodity prices are on areas such emerging
markets and bank balance sheets and how this will
affect global growth and companies.
The Australian share market has also been caught up
in this uncertainty as our banks and resource stocks
have been sold off heavily on the back of concerns
over slowing global economic growth and credit
quality concerns respectively.
The reporting season: top 20 stocks doing it
tough

The reporting season: sorting out the chaff from
the wheat
On the other hand the S&P ASX ex20 sector, offering
diversity in terms of industry sectors, provides
investors with a far greater breadth of investment
opportunities. Indeed many ex20 companies in
sectors such as gaming, packaging, utilities and
healthcare declared higher earnings for the 6 months
to December 2015.
Many of these companies also reported increased
dividends and a generally positive outlook for the next
12months – as shown below:

The February reporting season has just concluded
and it once again demonstrated the challenges of
many sectors and stocks to grow their earnings on
dividends in the current patchy economic
environment.
The top 20 sector of the Australian share market –
which is dominated by bank and resource companies
– had a fairly lack lustre reporting season overall.
While Australian banks continue to operate very
profitably, the Commonwealth Bank of Australia’s
(CBA) interim result released was flat overall
demonstrating the difficulty for our major banks to
grow their earnings and dividends in an environment
of low credit growth and the impost of new capital
requirements from regulators.
The resource sector had one of its worst reporting
seasons on record with the profits of our heavyweight
mining companies such as BHP Billiton (BHP), Rio
Tinto (RIO) and Woodside (WPL) all reporting
dramatically lower profits and dividends reflecting the
large falls in the commodities that they produce.

The table above clearly demonstrates the benefits for
investors of diversifying away from the top 20 stocks
of the Australian index in the current patchy economic
environment and to having exposure to small to mid
cap stocks outside the top 20.
3 quality mid and small cap dividend payers
1. Spark Infrastructure
Spark Infrastructure (SKI) is a listed infrastructure
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company who invests in regulated utility
infrastructure. The company owns 49% of electricity
distribution businesses in South Australia and
Victoria, and 15% ownership of the recently acquired
TransGrid electricity transmission business in New
South Wales.

Sky’s recent result showed good growth across the
business with revenue up 10% and profit up 28%,
underpinned by good growth at their Auckland
property, an improved result from Adelaide and
strong growth in their international business, which
was up 50%.

Spark has a reputation as a quality operator, with the
company’s assets among the most cost efficient
Australian utilities. Spark stands to make gains by
applying efficiency measures to the recently acquired
TransGrid business, which was previously owned by
the New South Wales government.

In light of the improved result the company increased
in their interim dividend from 10c to 10.5c.

While uncertainty surrounds many other companies,
Spark’s regulated, stable earnings and cashflows,
allowed the company to provide distribution guidance
for the next three years – of at least 12.5c in FY16, at
least 13c in FY17, and at least 13.5c. At current
prices this represents an FY17 distribution yield of
6.3% by our estimates.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 7 March 2016
3. Steadfast

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 7 March 2016
2.Sky City
Sky City (SKC) owns and operates casinos in
Auckland, Adelaide and Darwin as well as several
smaller casino operations across NZ. The company
generates the bulk of their earnings from the main
gaming floor in Auckland and as such a large part of
their earnings are generated local grind players,
making their earnings fairly stable and predictable.
Management has upgraded facilities in recent years
and the company is now benefiting from this
investment combined with a renewed focus on high
roller gaming, predominately at their Auckland
property.
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Steadfast (SDF) is an industry leader in insurance
broking and underwriting agencies, representing over
300 broker businesses and 22 underwriting agencies
with combined billings of over $5bn in premium. The
strength of the franchise lies in the scale of
distribution and trusted relationships with insurers and
SME clients. Brokers have low customer churn; they
sell an essential product, help clients tailor insurance
coverage and assist in lodging claims. Importantly,
unlike insurance companies themselves, Steadfast’s
broking and underwriting businesses take no
insurance risk on their balance sheet, making their
earnings less volatile than insurance companies.
We believe Steadfast can grow going forward through
the continued acquisition of brokers in their existing
network, the acquisition of further underwriting
agencies and by extracting cost savings from
previously acquired businesses. The company has a
capable management team headed by a CEO with
over 45 year’s industry experience.
In its interim reporting result, the company increased
its dividend by 20% compared to a year ago, further
cementing our belief in the company’s quality broking
and underwriting business and growth prospects.
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Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 7 March 2016
Looking ahead
Against a backdrop of a subdued economic outlook
both in Australia and overseas, IML believes it will
remain a stock picker’s market. IML is finding that
the ex20 sector of the market continues to represent
an area of opportunity to invest in some of
Australasia’s most innovative and growing
companies.
Our focus continues to be on investing in companies
that can continue to deliver consistent earnings and
dividends and that can grow in the years ahead in
what we believe will continue to be a low growth
environment.
Exhibiting the key attributes of competitive
advantage, with recurring earnings, run by capable
management that can grow over time, quality ex20
companies have continued to prove the sustainability
of their earnings & dividends.
In our view, investing prudently in a portfolio of quality
ex20 companies will continue to provide investors
with better diversification and access to many
companies with consistent and reliable income
streams, despite the current economic environment.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
In the good books
Alumina Limited (AWC) Upgrade to Overweight
from Equal-weight by Morgan Stanley B/H/S:
5/1/1/. Morgan Stanley upgrades the business to
reflect the improving alumina price, which should
allow for margin expansion. The further cost savings
and low gearing make the broker comfortable, even if
spot price do not improve as expected. Cost
improvements from lower energy and caustic inputs
are envisaged.
Medibank Private Limited (MPL) Upgrade to
Neutral from Underperform by Credit Suisse
B/H/S: 1/5/1. The health minister has approved a
2016 premium rate increase of 5.6%, well ahead of
Credit Suisse expectations. This paves the way for an
extended period of inflated profits for the insurers.
The main risk is a consumer backlash, the broker
observes, as cover downgrades are at record
levels. The broker upgrades earnings forecasts and
the rating as its negative thesis was based on
regulation change to rein in the very high profit
margins.
Monash IVF Group (MVF) Outperform from
Neutral by Macquarie B/H/S: 2/1/0. Monash IVF’s
profit fell short of Macquarie but sales well exceeded.
While there was some help from acquisitions, organic
growth was nevertheless impressive, the broker
suggests, and new ventures are beginning to
perform.
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NIB Holdings Limited (NHF) Upgrade to Neutral
from Underperform by Credit Suisse B/H/S: 2/5/0.
As noted in the above Medibank commentary, the
broker notes that the approved a 2016 premium rate
increase of 5.6% by the minister, well ahead of Credit
Suisse expectations. This paves the way for an
extended period of inflated profits for the insurers.
Regis Healthcare (REG) Upgrade to Outperform
from Neutral by Macquarie B/H/S: 2/2/0. Regis
delivered a solid all-round result, Macquarie
suggests, in line with expectation. A 4.8% increase in
operating places was translated into 15% earnings
growth thanks to a consistent and disciplined
strategy. The development pipeline will ramp up
further in the second half and with the payroll tax
headwind now cycled, Macquarie believes the outlook
for growth is very positive. See also REG downgrade.
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Super Retail Group (SUL) Upgrade to Neutral from
Underperform by Credit Suisse and Upgrade to
Lighten from Sell by Ord Minnett B/H/S: 3/4/1. First
half results were below expectations. Credit Suisse
considers the underperformance of Ray’s
manageable and the valuation risks appear better
balanced now. Sports and vehicles are envisaged as
solid businesses. First half earnings were below Ord
Minnett forecasts. Despite concerns about the leisure
division and capital allocation the broker notes sports
and automobile segments are performing
strongly. See also SUL downgrade.
In the not-so-good books
Origin (ORG) Downgrade to Hold from Buy by
Deutsche Bank B/H/S: 3/3/1. The share price has
risen 37% since its recent low of $3.50, Deutsche
Bank observes and, based on valuation, this is
implying a US$58/bbl oil price. The broker, as a result
of the valuation gap closing to the target, downgrades
the business.
OZ Minerals (OZL) Downgrade to Equal-weight
from Overweight by Morgan Stanley B/H/S:
3/5/0. The stock has performed well, exceeding
Morgan Stanley’s expectations over the past 12
months. Now, with the price target being reached and
the share price outperforming the copper price, the
broker believes it’s time to downgrade the stock.

The second half is expected to be similar to the first.
The broker makes minor reductions to forecasts to
reflect higher depreciation charges. Morgans reduces
the premium to valuation set in the price target,
observing the distance from other listed peers is
closing. See also REG upgrade.
Super Retail Group (SUL) Downgrade to Neutral
from Outperform by Macquarie and Downgrade to
Hold from Add by Morgans B/H/S: 3/4/1. Super
Retail’s adjusted profit fell well short of Macquarie
and the result included an impairment of the Ray’s
outdoor brand. Once again, solid results from auto
and sports, along with good cash generation, were
outweighed by weak results from leisure and other
smaller and new businesses.
First half results fell short of Morgans estimates.
Vehicle and sports segments have started the second
half well, the broker observes but overall FY16 is
expected to be another period of limited earnings
growth. See also SUL upgrade.
Earnings Forecasts

Regis Healthcare (REG) Downgrade to Hold from
Add by Morgans B/H/S: 2/2/0. First half results were
slightly weaker than Morgans expected.
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Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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The ASX’s significant support zone has
held…so far
by Gary Stone
It is two months since I last analysed the ASX
benchmark indices for the Switzer Super Report
when I asked the question, “will the ASX’s significant
support zone hold?”
At this stage, using a subjective ‘rule’ that I have
observed over the last twenty years or so, I can report
that the ASX’s significant support zone has indeed
held, whether the ASX200 or All Ords index is
analysed.
The significant support zone is between 4925 and
5000 on the ASX200 (Code: XJO).
In the candlestick weekly chart below this support
zone is shown by the blue rectangle that runs
horizontally through the middle of the chart.

November 2009, each time making the area a more
and more significant technical zone.
The subjective ‘rule’ that I use is that an index can
fall below a support zone for up to 7 trading days and
then must rise back into the support zone for the
support zone to be deemed to have held.
(The same applies to a resistance zone with vice
versa price movement.) Since January there have
been two seven day closes below the support zone
and one five day set of closes, hence my analysis
that the support zone has held…so far.
Last week’s big green candle indicates that buyers
have regained control over sellers. This was achieved
on the back of rising volumes during February, which
adds some more credence to the rally.
Also shown on the chart are two long term channels
indicated by the upper and lower bold red rising trend
lines, a rising channel, and the upper and lower bold
black declining trend lines, a falling channel.

Source: Beyond Charts
This is a significant support zone for a number of
reasons. Firstly, it coincides with the mid-point
retracement level of the 2008 bear market, that is, a
gain of 50% of the fall that occurred in 2008.
Secondly, this zone has been a resistance area and a
support area on numerous occasions since
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The bigger picture analysis is that the ASX is still in a
primary down trend and needs to rise above some
overhead resistance levels to be deemed in a longer
term up trend again. The first good news, besides the
horizontal support zone holding, is that the lower bold
red trend line of the seven year rising channel has
held. As has the down trending channel lower bold
black trend line.
The overhead resistance levels include the two
horizontal resistance zones shown in blue on the
chart and the two thinner red and black trend lines
which all coincide in roughly the same area. This
means firstly reaching 5400 and then rising above
5500 and remaining above this level for at least 7
trading days.
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To achieve this will require that the both large cap
resource and financial stocks play a role in pushing
the index higher. The large cap resource stocks have
started playing their role with both BHP and Riot Tinto
providing entry signals on our longer-term timing
system over the last 2 to 3 weeks.
The question is whether they will continue to rise and
help push the index higher or at least keep it above
this significant support zone? Or will they fall to their
trailing stop levels and take the wind out of the sails
of this greenshoots rise on the stock market?
Gary Stone is the Founder and Managing Director of
Share Wealth Systems.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Super Stock Selectors – Qantas and Rio
by Christine St Anne
This week, Evan Lucas from IG Markets likes the
banks and believes there is an overreaction to
concerns about bad and doubtful debts in the sector.
“The fact that all four are showing signs of renewed
strength and are mitigating the headwinds of the
sell-off in 2016 is likely to close up,” Chan says.
Jacob Simonsen from Lincoln Indicators likes the
telecommunications retailer Vita Group (VTG). The
business includes six brands including 100 Telstra
shops and 21 Telstra business centres.
“The company has a financially healthy, strong
balance sheet with no net debt,” Simonsen says.
“A number of small acquisitions in the
small-to-medium size business sectors is anticipated
to drive scale, a strategic focus of the business,” he
says.
However, Simonsen does not like the wagering
business Tabcorp Holdings (TAH). While initiatives to
maintain domestic dominance continues, he notes
that the business still faces increasing competitive
pressures in the online gaming market.
“We still believe that in the immediate term
competitive pressures remains too strong for the
mature business to be viewed as a comfortable
income stock,” he says.

For Morgans’ Raymond Chan, it’s all in the pricing.
This week he likes Rio Tinto (RIO) because of the
recovering in the iron ore pricing. However, he
doesn’t like Qantas (QAN) because the “higher oil
prices could create headwinds” for the business.
Our chartist Gary Stone does not like Australian
Pharmaceuticals Industries (API) as the stock has
failed to break through resistance at $2.00 to $2.15.
It “looks like it could retrace to a former
support/resistance zone between $1.45 and $1.55,”
he says.
While Medibank Private (MPL) scored an upgrade in
this week’s Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
report, CMC Markets’ Michael McCarthy doesn’t like
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the health insurer.
“The price spike induced by the announcement of
contribution increases from April 1 looks to me like a
perfect opportunity to exit,” he says.
Instead of a stock pick, this week, McCarthy
nominates a type of trade that he likes.
The type of trade he likes, is “buying top 20 stocks,
and buying a put option in the same stock to give
downside protection should the worst case scenario
unfold.”
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Don't miss this!
Hear Paul Rickard and Bell Direct’s Julia Lee give their take on the performance of companies this earning
season and how to make the most of a buying (or selling) opportunity.
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